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Recently it has been suggested, ' in an attempt
to reformulate the discrete symmetry opera-
tions, that the electronic current interacts
with the strangeness-conserving baryonic cur-
rent cos8(V&'"+A&'0'), but that the muonic
current interacts with cos6(V~'0'-A~' '). It
is claimed that the experimental results are
consistent with this hypothesis provided gg
= 1.2gy and g~ = 24'. The purpose of this
Letter is to show that we have enough exper-
imental evidence to rule out this hypothesis.
We are going to consider the two following
systems of coupling constants: (i) g~ = —1.18gV,
g~ = 7g~ and (ii) g~ =+1.18gy, gp = &gg. Fur-
thermore, we assumegy= 1.1152&10 "MeV
gM = 3.7gy, and that the second-class currents
are absent.
(1) Muon capture in hyperfine states of H'. —
The capture rate in the two hyperfine states
is
A = 22.55(G -3G + G
A = 22.55((G + G —G )'+ (8/9)G '),
where Gy, Gg, and G~ are the usual combin-
ations of coupling constants. %e have used
the value 98.6 MeV/c for the neutrino momen-
tum. Using the experimental results of Culli-
gan et al. ' on, F" and Primakoff theory, we
get for the hydrogen
~A A -A+.
-l = 3.65+ 0.66,
where the error quoted is due uniquely to the
error attached to the measure on 9F". Using
the set (i) we get &A/A = 3.73 in very good agree-
ment with the experiment.
If the second set of constants is used we ob-
tain AA/A (0 independently of the value of &.
(2) Muon capture by liquid hydrogen. —The
capture rate is
A(ppq )=2&(3A +-A ).
An accurate evaluation of 2y has been made
by Halpern' and Kessel and Phillipson' with
the result 2y = 1.01+0.05. Rothberg7 has mea-
sured this quantity using counters and his val-
ue is 476+40 sec '. (For a discussion on low-
er results obtained with bubble-chamber ex-
periments, see Ref. 2.)
With the set (i) we get A=475 sec '. To ob-
tain the same value with the second set, it is
necessary to take X=88 or ~= -30. If ~= -24
we get A=388 sec
(3) Capture by He'. —The experimental val-
ue of the capture rate is 1468+40 sec ' (aver-
age of five experiments'). Using the value
103.085 MeV/c for the neutrino momentum,
we get for the transition rate
A = 200(g '+ 3l'),
where I'=gg'+
—,'(gp'-2ggGp), and the aver-
age value obtained using Gaussian and Irving
functions has been considered. The theoreti-
cal error in this expression is less than 5%%uo.
Using the set (i) we get A=1462 sec '. To
obtain the experimental result with the second
set of constants, it is necessary to take ~ =+46
or A. = -8. If A = -24 we get ~= 2647 sec
(4) Capture by C".—The experimental value'
is A= (6.75+0,0) x103 sec '. The theoretical
value due to Foldy and Walecka" is
A = 546(5.73G + 1.65[G 2 —2G G
-0.53(G -G )G j-0.12G G
The theoretical error in this formula is around
8'%%uo. Using the set (i) we get A = 6.18x 10' sec
in good agreement with the experimental re-
sults. If (ii) is used the values of X necessary
to obtain A= 6700 sec ' are ~ =+56 or X= -19.
For X = -24 we get A = 8043 sec
(5) Primakoff's formula. —The total p. -cap-
ture rates by complex nuclei are in good agree-
ment "&"with Primakoff's formula' (see Bell
and Lgvseth" for a discussion on the theoret-
ical validity of this formula):
A(z, w)=z „&( ' )* &-",„&,
with
G +3F
y= 272 ( ) ~) secg +3g
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Assuming an average value of v= 85 MeV/c,
then the best fit of the experimental rates is
obtained with 5 = 3.13 and y(~/m&)'= 183 sec
With the coupling constants (i) we get y(&/m~)'
=184 sec . With the constants (ii) we fit the
experimental result with ~ = 54 or ~ = -8. For
X= -24 we get the value 298 sec ' which is too
high.
(8) Angular distribution of emitted neutrons. —
The angular distribution of the neutrons emit-
ted after the capture of polarized p, is described
by a parameter a introduced by Primakoff4
which is defined by
2+ G 2 2G G
G + 3G 2+G 2-2G G
From measurement in Ca' and S", it is known
that n = -1+0.15." The calculated value using
(i) is o. = -0.36 in bad agreement with the ex-
periment. More experiments of this kind are
needed to clear up this discrepancy complete-
ly. With the coupling (ii) we get always o. ) 0,
in particular for A. = -24 we get n =+0.60 in
worse agreement with the experiment.
From all this it is clear that there is strong
experimental evidence in support of the con-
stants (i) and the same evidence rules out com-
pletely the second set of constants.
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It has been noted that for many detailed prop-
erties of group representations, such as gen-
erator matrix elements and certain Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients, tensor methods have not
been used. ' The reason is because the basis
of decomposed tensors has usually been only
implicit. ' The cause of this trouble is in a por-
tion of a theorem given by Weyl which states
that if C is a Young symmetrizer, then the ten-
sors CE form an irreducibly invariant subspace.
Except for one-dimensional representations,
this is incorrect whether it is interpreted to
mean a single tableau and some set of tensors
I" or whether it is interpreted to mean some
set of tableaux (of a given Young pattern) and
a single tensor E. This has caused consider-
able confusion in the physics literature. Most
authors use the first interpretation, ~ ' but the
second one has also appeared. v
We now show how to construct the irreduc-
ibly invariant subspaces. Denoting tableaux
column and row permutations by q and p, re-
spectively, it is well known that for any given
tableau a minimal left ideal is generated by
the Young symmetrizer
pQ =Ppqd,
Q'
where the sums are over all column and row
permutations. The left ideals obtained from
the standard tableaux are linearly independent
and span the whole ring so that a Peirce reso-
lution of the unit element (e) of the ring can
be written
where N~ is the dimension of the representa-
tion (g) and G is the order of the permutation
group S~. The sum is over all standard tableaux
of all patterns of ~~. If a pair of tableaux v
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